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Immediate Release                                                   

Vividthree Showcases Train to Busan VR Content During 
Busan International Film Festival Asian Film Market 

• Contents Panda launches ‘cross media experience booth’ at BIFF Asian film market 

• Vividthree Holdings will be supporting the event by showcasing the Train to Busan 
VR Content Demo during the film festival 

• Experience “Real-Life” zombie action 

Singapore, 06 October, 2018 – Vividthree Holdings Ltd. (SGX:OMK), a virtual reality (“VR”), 

visual effects and computer-generated imagery production studio (“Vividthree”, the “Company” 

or the “Group”) along with Contents Panda (“Contents Panda”), Next Entertainment World’s 

(“NEW”) international business division- will be presenting “Train to Busan” VR thematic tour for 

the very first time to the world, in conjunction to its 10th anniversary this year. The Train to Busan 

(“Train to Busan”) VR thematic tour will be held at the Busan International Film Festival (“BIFF”) 

Asian Film Market from 6th October to 9th October 2018, allowing visitors to experience “real-life” 

zombie action. 

Train to Busan VR Thematic Tour 

‘Train to Busan’ VR, having attracted attention as a prime form of cross media content that 

combines film and VR. In March 2018, Vividthree entered into binding term sheet with Contents 

Panda, intellectual property (“IP”) rights owner of “Train to Busan” to develop and produce the VR 

tour show. Since, the Company has spent months to research and develop the content for the 

touring show.  

“We are extremely honoured to be showcasing, for the very first time, our VR content at the 
BIFF Asian Film Market. We believe that this VR thematic tour will not only put Vividthree 
on the map as a VR content producer, as we may acquire more Intellectual Properties and 
build more exhibit sets.” added Mr Charles Yeo, Managing Director of Vividthree. 
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About Vividthree Holdings Ltd. 

Established in 2006, Vividthree is a virtual reality (VR), visual effects (VFX) and computer-

generated imagery studio that develops and creates digital intellectual property assets that 

primarily consists of storylines with accompanying characters and visual elements. Vividthree 

develops and/or acquires digital intellectual property assets to produce virtual reality products such 

as thematic tour shows, such as the recently announced Train to Busan. 

Vividthree has a network presence in Singapore and Malaysia, focusing primarily on two business 

segments, namely, Post-Production and Content Production.  

In 2015, Vividthree Productions Pte. Ltd., which is now a subsidiary of the Company, was acquired 

by mm2 Asia Ltd., a Singapore based, SGX Mainboard listed producer of films, TV and online 

content.  

For more information: https://www.vividthreeholdings.com/ 

About Contents Panda 

Contents Panda is Next Entertainment World’s international business and ancillary rights division. 

Its international sales division was founded in 2015, pitching top-notch films presented by NEW, 

Contents Panda and others. Contents Panda also has an acquisition team that distributes ancillary 

products and invests in various entertainment products. Each year, Contents Panda tries to widen 

the spectrum of business markets and develop new models for the platform. 

 

About Next Entertainment World (NEW) 

Next Entertainment World (NEW) started out as a film investment and domestic distribution 

company in 2008. Since its foundation, NEW has successfully expanded its businesses to film, TV 

drama, music, theater, sports and performance. Taking a lead in the Korean entertainment industry, 

NEW continues to develop creative and original contents with commercial and artistic values. With 

its consistent accomplishments, NEW successfully debuted in the stock market in 2014. 

For more information, please visit www.its-new.co.kr. 
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This press release has been prepared by the Company and its contents have been reviewed by the Company’s sponsor, Hong Leong 

Finance Limited (the “Sponsor”), for compliance with the relevant rules of the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited (“SGX-

ST”). The Sponsor has not independently verified the contents of this press release.  

This document has not been examined or approved by the SGX-ST. The sponsor and the SGX-ST assume no responsibility for the 

contents of this press release, including the correctness of any of the statements or opinions made or reports contained in this press 

release.  

The contact person for the Sponsor is Mr Tang Yeng Yuen, Vice President, Head of Corporate Finance who can be contacted at 16 

Raffles Quay, #01-05 Hong Leong Building, Singapore 048581, Telephone: 6415 9886  

 

Investor Relations Contact 

Emily Choo 

Mobile: +65 9734 6565 

Email: emily@gem-comm.com  

mailto:emily@gem-comm.com
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Disclaimer  

The information in this news release is substantially based on information found in the offer document dated 

17 September 2018 (“Offer Document”) that has been lodged with and registered by the SGX-ST acting as 

agent on behalf of the Monetary Authority of Singapore.  

This news release does not purport to be complete and is qualified in its entirety by, and should be read in 

conjunction with, the full text of the Offer Document, including but not limited to the “Risk Factors” and 

“Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” sections of the Offer Document. 

Vividthree Holdings Ltd. does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy 

of the information contained herein, and expressly disclaim any and all liability based, in whole or in part, on 

such information, errors therein or omissions therefrom. 

This news release may contain forward-looking statements that involve assumptions, risks and uncertainties, 

provided with respect to the anticipated financial position, business strategies, future plans and prospects of 

the Company and its subsidiaries (the “Group”). These forward-looking statements are only predictions, and 

there can be no assurance that such forward-looking statements will be realized. Actual future performance, 

outcomes, results and achievements may differ materially from those expressed in forward-looking 

statements as a result of a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Predictions, projections or 

forecasts of the economy or economic trends of the markets are not necessarily indicative of the future or 

likely performance of the Group. Prospective investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 

forward-looking statements. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy or 

reasonableness of these forward-looking statements. 

This new release has been prepared by the Company and its contents have been reviewed by the Company’s 

sponsor, Hong Leong Finance Limited, for compliance with the relevant rules of the Singapore Exchange 

Securities Trading Limited. The Sponsor has not independently verified the contents of this news release.  

This news release has not been examined or approved by the SGX-ST and the SGX-ST assumes no 

responsibility for the contents of this announcement, including the correctness of any of the statements or 

opinions made, or reports contained in this news release.  

The contact person for the Sponsor is Mr Tang Yeng Yuen, Vice President, Head of Corporate Finance who 

can be contacted at 16 Raffles Quay, #01-05 Hong Leong Building, Singapore 048581, Telephone: 6415 

9886.  

 

 


